**ARMORY AGENT FOR KUBERNETES**

A plugin to simplify large scale Kubernetes management in Spinnaker

---

**IM PROVE PERFORMANCE**

*Spinnaker* polls and caches all your Kubernetes resources every 30 seconds, causing suboptimal performance and crashes.  
*Armory Agent* detects changes to Kubernetes and streams only these changes in real time, improving performance by up to 10x.

---

**BREAK BOTTLENECKS**

*Spinnaker* uses a centralized model for all Kubernetes service accounts and credentials.  
*Armory Agent* uses a decentralized model that manages each Kubernetes cluster from within.

---

**P R O TECT SECRETS**

*Spinnaker* consumes all Kubernetes service accounts and their permissions.  
*Armory Agent* decouples Kubernetes service accounts from applications and keeps API servers private.

---

For more information:

go.armory.io/agent